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The equivalence problem for nondeterministic e-free generalized machines i known 
to be undecidable. It is shown here that the equivalence problem for these machines 
can be reduced to the equality problem of the sentential forms of a particular type of 
linear context-free grammars with a center-marker. Three results which follow are: 
(i) The equality problem for sentential forms of c-finite grammars i unsolvable, 
and therefore the equality problem for the sentential forms of context-free 
grammars i unsolvable. 
(ii) The equality problem for sentential forms of bounded context-free grammars i
unsolvable. 
(iii) The equality problem for OL-languages i unsolvable. 
INTRODUCTION 
A new type of language, the L-language, was introduced by Lindenmayer [1], [2] 
to explain certain types of cellular developmental systems in theoretical biology. 
Further work on the L-languages has been done by Herman [3], van Dalen [4], 
Rozenberg and Doucet [5]. 
Grammars for one of these types of languages, the OL-languages, differ from 
context-free grammars in the following way: (i) there is no terminal alphabet, (ii) 
there is an initial word (axiom) rather than an initial symbol, (iii) productions are 
applied simultaneously. A formal definition of OL-languages is given later in the 
paper. 
Given a context-free grammar, G, the sentential forms of G form an OL-language. 
Some of the questions concerning OL-languages can be asked of the sentential forms 
of context-free grammars. In particular, the question of whether it is decidable if 
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the sentential forms obtained from two context-free grammars are equal (hence if 
L(G1) ----L(G~) is decidable for OL-systems G 1 and G2) was posed by Rozenberg 
and Doucet (private communication). 
Although the problem is simple to state and at first might seem to follow from 
the undecidability of L(G1) = L(G~) for context-free G1 and G2, the standard results 
in the theory of context-free languages cannot be used beeause the problem concerns 
sentential forms and the grammars cannot be freely manipulated. Note that although 
the equality of sentential forms implies the equality of languages, the converse is 
not true, and knowledge that the languages are equal does not help. 
PRELIM INARIES 
DEFINITION 1. A grammar is a quadruple G = (V, 27, P, S), where V is a finite 
set (the vocabulary), 27 C V (the terminal vocabulary), S E V --  27 (the start symbol), 
and P is a finite set of pairs (a, fl) where a and fl are in V* x (the productions). We 
will sometimes write a --~ fl for (a, fl). G is context-free if for all (a, fl) in P, a is in 
(V --  Z). G is linear if every production is (i) context-free and (ii) fl ~ 27"(V - -  27) 27* 
or fl ~ Z*. 
DEFINITION 2. Given a grammar G = (V, 27, P, S), let uXv be a word in V*, 
where u, v are in V* and X is in (V --  27). Then uwv is derived from uXv if X -+ w 
is a production in P. The notation is: uXv => uwv. The reflexive, transitive closure 
G 
of => is *=> . (The G is dropped when the grammar is understood.) The language 
G G 
generated by G is L(G) = {x I S *=> x, x ~ 27*}. 
DEFINITION 3. We call a a sententialform ofG if ~ is in V* and S *~ a. Sent(G) = 
{~l~6V*andS*~}.  
To prove the main result we make use of e-free nondeterministie generalized 
machines. These are nondeterministic transducers with no final states which neither 
input nor output the empty string. 
We assume throughout the paper that 27 and A are finite nonempty sets and p(A+) 
denotes the set of finite subsets of A+. 
DEFINITION 4. An e-free nondeterministic generalized machine (EFNGSM) over 
(27, A) is a triple (K, M, q0) where: 
(1) K is a finite nonempty set (of states). 
(2) M is a function from K • 27 • K into P(A +) (the transduction function). 
(3) q0 ff K (the start state). 
x V* is the set of all strings over V; V + = V* -- {e}, where e is the empty word. 
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M is extended to K • 27+ • K as follows. If  x, y E E +, then 
M(p,  xy, q) = ~) M(p,  x, r) M(r, y, q). 
~eK 
We shall also use 
M(x) ~- U M(qo , x, q) and 
qek 
Mr = {(x, M(x)) I for all x a Z+}. 
DEFINITION 5. The EFNGSM's  (K, M, q0) and (L, N, ro) over (2, A) are equivalent 
if and only if M r =N T. 
DEFINITION 6. A c-finite grammar is a linear grammar with a marker "c" that we 
construct from an EFNGSM (K, M, qo). Let G ~- (K, Z u A U {c}, P, q0) where: 
(1) K is the set of nonterminals, 
(2) Z u A u {c} is the set of terminals, and c 6 (Z w A), 
(3) q0 is the initial symbol, 
(4) P is the set of productions of G, where if p, q ~ K, a ~ Z, and y ~ M(p,  a, q), 
then p --~ aqy ~ is in P. We add to these productions p -+ c for all p 6 K. 
I f  we omit the single string c from the language generated by G, then xcy a2 
is in L(G) if and only if y ~ M(x), y ~ A+, x E Z +. 
The c-finite languages are languages obtained from c-finite grammars [6]. 
T. V. Griffiths has shown that the equivalence problem for EFNGSM's  is un- 
decidable, hence it is also undecidable for c-finite grammars [7]. 
MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM. It is undecidable whether the sets of sentential forms of c-finite grammars 
are equal. 
Proof. The proof requires a construction. We begin by taking an EFNGSM 
and adding another state to it as described below. Intuitively we then think of the 
EFNGSM as being able to nondeterministieally make a move on the last input 
symbol to the new state. No moves will be allowed from the new state. The addition 
of the new state will not change the transduction set M r of the EFNGSM.  
Let (K, M, q0) and (H, N, r0) be EFNGSM's ,  where K c~ H = q~ and (K u H) n 
(27 u A) = r The c-finite grammar which corresponds to (K, M, q0) will be G1, 
and the grammar which corresponds to (H, N, r0) will be Gz. To (K, M, q0) we 
yR is the reversal of the string y. 
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add a new statepl and designate the new EFNGSM as (K, M, qo), where K = K w {Pl} 
and M(p, a, q) = M(p, a, q) and M(p, a, Pl) ~-- M(p, a, q) for all a ~ 27 and p, q 6 K. 
Note that M(P l ,  a,p) = 6 for all p ~ R and a 6 27. If x ~ 2+, then M(x) ---- M(x). 
Let (H, N, ro) be (H, N, ro) with a new state P2 added in exactly the same way 
as Pl was added to (K, M, qo)- Then -N(x) = N(x) for all x ~ 27 +. 
From (H, N, ro) and (K, M, qo) we construct a single new EFNGSM (J1, K I ,  So) 
by adding a new initial state s o . This can be done by defining ./1 ---- Er u K" u {So} 
and Kl(So, a, p) = K(qo , a, p) u H(ro , a, p) and K~(q, a, p) = K(q, a, p) u H(q, a, p) 
for all a 6 27 and p, q ~ (K k) H). 
Let (_~', _~, qo) be (K, M, qo) with a new state added which we call P2 (instead of Pl) 
and (H, ~ ,  ro) be (H, N, ro) whh the new state Pl added (instead of Ps). From 
(K, 217/, qo) and (H, _~, to) we construct (J2, Ks ,  So) by the addition of a new initial 
state s o in the manner described for (Ja, K1, So). 
Let (71 and 0 2 be the corresponding c-finite grammars for (./I, K I ,  So) and 
(J2, Ks ,  so). (71 ~- (J1,27 k3 A k) {c}, P1, So) and (Ts = (J2,27 kd A kd {c}, Ps,  So). 
PI  and Ps are identical except for the productions which have a Pl or Ps on the right- 
hand side. In that case, q ~ api yR is a production in (71 if q --+ apj y~ is a production 
in Gs where i , j  ~ {1, 2} and i =# j and conversely. 
Now both Sent((71) and Sent((7~) contain Sent(G1)u Sent(Gs). In addition, let 
w = xcy R then Sent((Tl) contains xp~y R if and only if w eL(G~) whereas Sent((Ts) 
contains xp~ yR if and only if w is in L(Gj), i, j e { 1, 2}, iva j. So if w is in L(G3 --  L(G3, 
then xpiyR is in Sent((71) --  Sent((Ts) and conversely. Thus Sent((7~) = Sent(G2) if 
and only if (K, M, qo) and (H, N, ro) are equivalent. If the equality problem for 
sentential forms of c-finite grammars were decidable, then the equivalence problem 
for EFNGSM's  would be decidable. 
COROLLARY ]. It is undecidable if the sets of sentential forms obtained from grammars 
of two linear context-free languages are equal. 
Proof. The construction above uses a linear context-free grammar. 
COROLLARY 2. It is undecidable if the sets of sentential forms obtained from grammars 
of two context-free languages are equal. 
DEFINITION 9. A context-free language L, is bounded if there are words w I . . . . .  w k 
in l *  such that L C wa*w2* ... wk*. 
COROLLARY 3. The equality of the set of sentential forms obtained from the grammars 
of bounded languages i an undecidable question. 
Proof. Let G 1 ---- (V, 27,/'1, S) and G 2 = (V, 27, P2, S) be context-free grammars. 
Let (7 1 = (V t3 {a}, {a}, Pa, S) and Gz ~- (V u {a}, {a}, S,/~z) be new grammars 
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where a is not in V and Px = P~ u Ua~s {A ~ a} and P3 = P3 u UA~z {A -+ a}. 
Since L((71) _C a* and L(G~) C_ a* the grammars generate bounded languages. 
Case 1. I f  Sent(Ga) = Sent((72), then 
Sent(G1) = Sent(G1) (3 V* = Sent(C]-'3) (3 V* = Sent(G2). 
Case 2. I f  Sent(G~) =A Sent(G2), then there is at least one sentential form a 1 ... a,~, 
say from (71 , which is not from (72 9 Now either a I "" an is a string of nonterminals 
or there is at least one a in the string. I f  a I "'" an is a string of nonterminals and it is 
not a sentential form from 03,  then we know a 1 --" a n is in Sent (G1) -  Sent(G2) 
also. I f  ~1 "'" an has a terminal in the kth position where 1 ~ k ~< n, then there is a non- 
terminal fik such that fie --* a is a production in G 1 and (73, and a 1 -" ak-lflka~+l "'" a,~ 
is in Sent(G1) but not in Sent(G2). By repeating the argument it can be seen that 
there will also be a string of nonterminals in the sentential forms from (71 which 
is not from G 3 so Sent(G1) =A Sent(G2) again. Hence the decidability of the equality 
of sentential forms of bounded grammars would imply the decidability of the equality 
of sentential forms of any context-free grammars. 
DEFINITION 10. An OL-system is a triple G = (27, P, a), where 27 (the alphabet) 
is a finite nonempty set, a (the axiom) is an element of 27+, and P (the set of productions) 
is a finite subset of Z' • Z'* such that for all a in 2 there is an a in Z* such that (a, a) 
in P. The OL-language generated by G is L(G) = {x I ~ N x}. The productions must 
be executed simultaneously; that is, if a N XlX ~ "" Xn , Xi in X, i = 1 .... , n, then 
a production must be applied to each xi in the string to obtain a string immediately 
derived from XlX 2 ", x , .  
We can now see that the sentential forms of context-free grammars are OL-  
languages. These are the languages which have OL-systems with the restriction 
that (a, a) is a production for every a ~ Z and a is a letter in 2J - -  T. 
COROLLARY 4. Given OL-systems Gt and G2 , the question of whether L(G1) = L(G2) 
is not decidable. 
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